
Interference

How Distance Makes a Difference:
Interference can only occur when two light waves are identical. This can
be achieved by using two identical light sources. 

Alternatively, if you split one light wave in two (for example with a semi-
transparent mirror) this will also create two identical light waves. 

How the two waves interfere depends on how far the two waves travel
before meeting... 

Light travels in transverse waves (They alternate up and down in the direction of travel). 

If two waves have the same wavelength they can line up in one of two ways... 
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 The height of the ups (peaks) or downs (troughs) is the Amplitude
The distance between one peak and another is the Wavelength.
The number of waves that go past in a second is the Frequency. 
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In Phase Waves Out Of Phase Waves

When two identical waves align, with all peaks and troughs in the same
locations, they are said to be In Phase.

Two waves can only be in phase if they have the same wavelength
The two in phase waves add together their energy, to make one wave
double the amplitude - This is Constructive Interference. 

When two identical waves align, so that all the peaks on one wave line up
with the troughs of the second wave (and vice versa), they are said to be
Out Of Phase.

Amplitude
Doubles

Two waves can only be exactly out of phase if they have the same
wavelength.  
The energy of two out of phase cancel out one another, to make a wave
with zero amplitude - this is Destructive Interference. 

When light sources are a number
of whole wavelengths apart,

Constructive Interference Occurs

When light sources are half a
number of wavelengths apart,
destructive interference occurs


